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Introduction
The introduction of molecular meth-

ods has had a positive impact in many
areas of diagnostic microbiology (1-4).
Microbiology as a field is embracing
molecular-diagnostic testing, because
these tests have been proven to be more
sensitive and specific than classical
testing in some situations (5), and they
are particularly useful for specimens
that may contain fastidious bacteria and
viruses (6,7) or when patient treatment
has already been initiated (8). Results
from genotypic tests, in some situations,
are generally more objective than the
interpretation of conventional pheno-
typic characteristics. Each year has
seen advances in instrumentation; these
advances give rise to less expensive
equipment that is easier to use, as well

as new methods for extracting nucleic
acid and ever-improving PCR reagents.
Although a limited number of FDA-
approved or cleared methods are avail-
able, many laboratories are compelled
to develop their own tests to fit their
patient testing needs. The latter are
referred to as “home-brew” or “labo-
ratory-developed” assays and can be
validated for use in clinical and public
health microbiology laboratories.

If microbiology laboratories are to
take advantage of these technological
advances, a new set of rules must be
applied to determine whether the tests
will have acceptable performance in
any given laboratory. The classical
methods of culture and biochemical
testing must, like all assays, have
appropriate quality control (QC) and
quality assurance (QA) practices associ-
ated with each assay, but the individual
tests do not require additional valida-
tion. For the newer nucleic acid-based
methods, including real-time PCR and
nucleic acid sequence analysis, stand-
ards and guidelines have been devel-

oped and must be adhered to when the
performance of the tests is assessed.
Such standards include the Clinical
Laboratory Improvement Act (CLIA);
state standards (when they are at least
as stringent as CLIA), such as the NYS
Clinical Laboratory Evaluation Program
(CLEP); and consensus guidelines and
documents such as those available from
the Clinical Laboratory Standards Insti-
tute. The present article describes the
processes of assay development and
validation, as well as discussing other
considerations, such as types of speci-
mens tested, PCR inhibition, nucleic
acid extraction, and PCR controls.
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Diagnostic Assay Development
Establishment of a highly robust

molecular assay to be implemented in
the clinical microbiology laboratory
includes two distinct phases. The first
phase is the assay development phase,
and the second is the validation phase.
The two phases are both important and
must be carefully carried out if the end
product is to be useful for the labora-
tory and physician.

One begins the development phase
of a home-brew molecular assay with
a review of the current literature. This
provides an understanding of the choices
of target genes used in previous studies,
potential specificity problems, and addi-
tional information that may be useful.
Once an appropriate target is selected,
primers and probes can be designed.
There are many public sources for
primer/probe identification, as well as
numerous commercially available pro-
grams. The proper choice of an analysis
program is a critical component of a
well-designed assay. Also essential is
evaluation of how the assay will be used
in the laboratory. If the assay will be
multiplexed with other assays already
developed in the laboratory, utilizing a
program that can assess multiplexing is
beneficial. Some software packages are
specifically designed for the develop-
ment of assays for greater than two
targets per assay. Other computer pro-
grams are used for hybridization probe
technology and melting curve analysis.
It is important to determine the type of
probe chemistry of interest and then to
purchase or use a program that is suited
for the application and assay under
development.

In our laboratory, as part of the assay
development phase, a number of impor-
tant parameters must be met before
starting the validation phase. One criti-
cal component of a well-designed assay

is the determination of the analytical
sensitivity of the assay. After an appro-
priate target is established, and after
detailed in silico analysis has been per-
formed to verify that the target is spe-
cific to the pathogen or gene of interest,
the analytical sensitivity of the assay
must be determined. This evaluation
establishes a limit of detection (LOD)
for the assay, through testing at least 8
to 10 dilutions of the whole organism
(if possible). The evaluation should
include dilutions of the bacterial sus-
pension that fall in the linear portion of
the curve produced during PCR ampli-
fication. This dilution series should also
include at least one dilution that yields
a negative test result for determination
of when the reaction has gone to extinc-
tion. This testing provides a basis for
the assessment of how the assay will
perform when testing is extended to
clinical specimen matrices. The theor-
etical LOD for any PCR-based assay is
one intact copy of the target sequence.
However, due to stochastic and parti-
tioning issues, a single copy cannot,
in practice, be reproducibly detected.
When we develop assays, we aim for
detection of 5 to 25 gene copies or
colony-forming units (CFUs). This
target level can usually be attained
with minimal deleterious effects on
the overall assay performance.

In retrospective analysis of a broad
sample of individual real-time PCR
assay results, we have observed that
a clear and consistent break in cycle
threshold (CT) values occurs between
detect and non-detect results at around
cycle 40. If we assume that this break
corresponds to target nucleic acid pres-
ence (i.e., ≥1 amplifiable copy) or
absence (i.e., <1 amplifiable copy), then
we can back-calculate the equipment
sensitivity to amplicon accumulation-
dependent fluorescence change. In our

experience with CT values of 38 to 40,
data are not reproducible. This is to be
expected based on the theoretical LOD
of one target at a CT value of 40, assum-
ing 100% PCR efficiency. Therefore,
running real-time PCR assays past 40
cycles is not considered effective, and
the results can be inconsistent and con-
fusing for the end user. We have found
data to be highly reproducible below CT

values of 38. Specimens that produce
CT values in the “gray zone” between
38 and 40 should be tested again. It is
extremely important for a laboratory to
determine its own precise cutoff levels
depending on the factors that comprise
the assay. Testing and reporting algo-
rithms should be developed and rigor-
ously followed. These algorithms should
take into account whether the testing is
performed on cultured material or spec-
imens that may contain low levels of
the pathogen.

Optimization
In our experience, in-house-developed

real-time PCR assays have shown good
linear performance, yet the LOD was
>100 CFUs. To achieve an acceptable
LOD, the next step in the development
phase is assay optimization, which
includes the testing of a range of primer
and probe concentrations and the eval-
uation of concentrations of MgCl2.

Additionally, the optimization of con-
centrations of other components of the
mastermix, including Taq polymerase,
can also be evaluated. Simply by deter-
mining optimal concentrations for these
reaction components, we often can
reduce the LOD value to within a range
acceptable for use. Ever-improving
mastermixes have greatly decreased
the work necessary in comparison to
10 years ago.

When an assay designed to detect a
bacterial pathogen is being developed, a
suspension prepared at a concentration
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at or just above the LOD should be used,
so that subtle improvements in the assay
sensitivity can be tracked. For example,
when the MgCl2 concentration is opti-
mized (if the commercially available
mastermix system allows this), the bac-
terial suspension concentration is held
constant for each reaction, so that the
only variables adjusted are the amounts
of MgCl2 and water (with the total vol-
ume kept consistent). For MgCl2 titra-
tions, concentrations between 1 mM
and 7 mM can be tested in 0.5-mM
increments. Such testing should be per-
formed in duplicate and repeated over
the course of several days. The CT val-
ues can be averaged and charted, to
determine whether one concentration or
several provide optimal conditions for
detection. It should be noted that many
real-time PCR buffers contain some
MgCl2; this factor makes optimization
extremely difficult unless the manufac-
turer is willing to prepare a lot without
MgCl2. Similarly, primer and probe
concentrations are often tested, not only
to ascertain the optimal conditions, but
also to determine whether the concen-
trations can be reduced without affect-
ing assay sensitivity. This can achieve
a cost savings per test and can render
the assay potentially better for future
multiplexing. Beyond assessment of the
concentrations of primers, some labo-
ratories evaluate multiple ratios of the
forward and reverse primers (i.e., 1:1,
1:3, 1:5, 3:1, and 5:1). While these
adjustments can indeed improve sen-
sitivity, the added complexity may be
unjustified if the assay is to eventually
be multiplexed.

Linearity and Amplification
Efficiency

A LOD evaluation can provide addi-
tional valuable information. Important
parameters, such as linearity and ampli-
fication efficiency, can be obtained from
sensitivity analyses if such analyses
are performed correctly. Real-time PCR
assays have broad inherent linearity,
typically 6 to 8 log units, depending on
the optical sensitivity of the detection
platform used. Linearity data can be
obtained if a dilution series encompass-
ing 8 to10 log units of the bacterial sus-
pension are tested in triplicate. For real-
time PCR assays, the amplification effi-
ciency can be determined directly from
the linearity data. Data obtained from

each dilution can be plotted against the
concentration or dilution and converted
into an amplification efficiency, usually
expressed as a percentage. The efficiency
(e) is determined as follows:

e = (10(–1/m) – 1) × 100.

For example, if the slope (m) of a
10-log dilution standard curve is –3.38,
the efficiency of that assay is 97.6%. In
our laboratory, an assay is deemed to
satisfy acceptance criteria if the ampli-
fication efficiency is >90%.

Specificity
After the LOD for the assay has been

established, analytical specificity is the
next performance criterion examined.
Our laboratory does in silico analyses to
determine whether any cross-reactivity
could arise with organisms that will
potentially be present in the type of spe-
cimen to be tested, near neighbors of
the target of interest, and organisms that
can cause clinical symptoms similar
those induced by the target pathogen.
The potential for cross-reactivity is fur-
ther evaluated by challenging the assay
with specificity panels that include gen-
etic near neighbors, human nucleic acid,
common flora found in the particular
specimen type, and other organisms that
can produce similar clinical symptoms.
We have occasionally found that primers
and probes exhibit cross-reactivity with
an organism that was not identified in
the in silico-based analysis. It is critical
that every new assay, including multi-
plex reactions, be evaluated with a
detailed specificity panel. This evalua-
tion needs to occur early in the assay
development process; valuable staff
time and resources are wasted if speci-
ficity is not assessed until the validation
phase. Specificity testing should be per-
formed using an excess of the genetic
material for organisms being evaluated
in the panel, in order to detect the weak
cross-reactivity that can occur in actual
patient specimens. Our laboratory gen-
erally uses a 5-μl aliquot of a suspen-
sion of bacteria at a concentration of
1 McFarland (equivalent to 106 organ-
isms). Because specificity testing is
fundamental to the developmental pro-
cess, it should be performed at least
in duplicate.

Clinical Specimens
Another aspect to consider in the

developmental process is the types

of specimens or samples that will be
assayed. Some research supports (9) test-
ing of unprocessed samples or specimens
that have not undergone a process for
extraction of genetic material from the
specimen. However, it must be proven
that the specimen type to be tested can
be assayed without potential loss of sen-
sitivity and that the specimen type is not
associated with substantial inhibition in
the assay. Elimination of the processing
steps should only be used for assays that
have been thoroughly evaluated with sta-
tistically significant numbers of a single
sample type and that have been found
to show no loss of sensitivity.

A goal of the assay development
phase may be to create a test that can be
used on a wide range of clinical speci-
mens, ranging from cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) to biopsy material, and possibly
other sample types, such as water, food,
or environmental swabs. Because of the
broad spectrum of potential specimen
types, upstream processing methods,
such as nucleic acid extraction, must be
very robust, and appropriate scientific
controls must be integrated into the pro-
cedure to monitor inhibition or sample
matrix effects. The most time- and
cost-effective approach for method
development, at least in our hands, is
to compare several commercially avail-
able nucleic acid isolation kits and to
determine which yields the highest qual-
ity and most consistent nucleic acid
products for subsequent real-time PCR
analysis. This testing can include pre-
viously determined negative specimens
spiked with bacterial suspensions, if the
testing is for a bacterial pathogen. It is
important for a laboratory to utilize a
nucleic acid isolation method that is
appropriate for as many different appli-
cations as possible, as multiplexing is
often a consideration for future testing.

Controls
Critical control issues must be

addressed during the development of
any new PCR assay. A negative control
and a no-template control (NTC) are
important components of an assay. A
negative control usually consists of a
known-negative specimen or a bacterial
suspension that does not contain target
nucleic acid. An NTC typically consists
of water or buffer added to the real-time
PCR mixture. The NTC is used as a
measure of potential amplification
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contamination of the reagents. A pos-
itive control containing a known low
concentration of the target organism
should also be included in each analy-
tical run. The positive control has many
purposes: besides acting as a qualitative
assessment of assay performance, it can
serve as a monitor for inhibition (when
seeded into a specimen) (10), and it can
be used to reduce assay-to-assay variabi-
lity when recorded over time. Because
one potential problem with inclusion of
positive controls in the assay is the risk
of sample cross-contamination, only low
levels of positive control nucleic acid
should be used. Positive and negative
extraction controls are also extremely
beneficial when performing PCR test-
ing. In our laboratory, these controls
are incorporated each time that a PCR
assay with an extraction step is utilized.
The use of an extraction control ensures
that the extraction reagents have ade-
quately lysed the cells and that high-
quality nucleic acid was obtained; the
negative extraction control can also
serve to assess potential cross-conta-
mination or reagent contamination.

In certain instances, it is necessary
to use plasmid controls that have target
sequences inserted in them for deter-
mination of analytical sensitivity. The
means to obtain appropriate positive
control material for assay development
and design is a key aspect of imple-
mentation of a molecular assay in the
laboratory. For certain organisms that
are non-cultivable, fastidious, or slow-
growing, it is acceptable to create plas-
mid controls. These plasmid controls
are used in the optimization of assay
parameters before the validation phase
of assay implementation. Although
plasmids containing the target sequence
of interest can be purchased commer-
cially, depending on the target size and
number of targets per assay, these plas-
mids can be costly. Creation of a plas-
mid control can be easily performed
(although special precautions must be
taken when propagating and working
with the control to avoid contamina-
tion). However, the procedure requires
molecular biological expertise, and a
laboratorian may need 1 to 2 weeks to
create a proper positive control for use
in assay development. It is possible to
include several target sequences in a
single plasmid. In this way, the positive
control material generates positive sig-

nals for a number of targets, not all of
which would normally be present in
a single sample. This type of positive
control can then be used for multiplex
PCR that are developed later for the
simultaneous detection of pathogens
in a single tube.

Another fundamental feature of a
molecular assay used in the clinical
microbiology setting is the inclusion
of a control to assess potential PCR
inhibition. It is well known that PCR
inhibitors are present in many clinical
specimens; if the molecular test under
development does not eliminate poten-
tial interfering substances and assess
if such inhibitors are present, false-
negative results can be a serious issue.
Nucleic acid extraction is an important
initial step in reducing potential inter-
fering substances before the specimen
is tested. Fortunately, many commer-
cially available reaction components
(e.g., mastermixes) are also available
for real-time PCR, which include addi-
tives that reduce the effects of PCR-
specific inhibitors that are commonly
found in clinical sample matrices
 (11,12).

Removal of potential PCR-inhibitory
   substances requires the use of proper
nucleic acid extraction methodology to
isolate the amplifiable nucleic acids
from the inhibitory compounds (13-17).
The many extraction kits available for
nucleic acid processing provide varying
levels of PCR inhibitor mitigation (17).
In addition, certain pathogens, like spore-
forming bacteria and mycobacteria,
require the use of harsher or additional
processing steps for the release of their
genetic material for PCR-based detec-
tion (18). For all of these reasons, the
processing and PCR analysis of clinical
specimens require significant prelimi-
nary testing and evaluation, in addition
to inclusion of proper controls. Clinical
specimen types considered to be chal-
lenging include blood, stool, and tissue;
however, any specimen type that will
potentially be collected for use with
the molecular test must be considered
in the assay development phase.

A number of approaches can be used
to assess inhibition; among these are
the use of target nucleic acid present in
specimens (19); the use of another inde-
pendent test to which the specimen of
interest is added, along with a low level
of specific target nucleic acid (20); and

methods that utilize plasmids or oligo-
nucleotides (12,21,22). The last method
allows the possibility of differentiation
between sample cross-contamination
and positive control contamination (23).
In any method, a critical aspect is to use
a level of nucleic acid that is appropri-
ate in the inhibition assessment at only
a low level (at or near the LOD of the
assay). The appropriate level of nucleic
acid permits the visualization of inhibi-
tion in situations when the target is pre-
sent at low levels, as can be anticipated
for many clinical specimens.

PCR Workflow
In diagnostic laboratories that use

PCR-based methods, the workflow needs
to be well defined and procedures to
prevent contamination must be strictly
followed. Such procedures will mini-
mize the potential for sample cross-
contamination, especially from positive
control material or post-PCR-amplica-
tion products. In order to prevent con-
tamination, separate areas should be
maintained for each of the individual
steps of the PCR workflow. A three- or
four-step unidirectional PCR layout can
be integral to the protocol. The first step
or area is the PCR clean area, or PCR
reagent setup area; it is used for PCR
mastermix reaction setup only. This
area is only entered once and cannot
be re-entered by the same laboratorian
after a PCR assay is completed. The
second step or area is a space in which
the specimen nucleic acid is added to
the PCR mastermix. It is advisable to
have another area (if space allows)
where positive control material can be
added; this space is physically separated
from the space where patient specimens
are added to avoid cross-contamination
of unknown samples with-known posi-
tive material. If spatial separation is not
possible, unknown patient specimens
should always be set up and the tubes
containing them capped before tubes
containing positive control material are
opened. Each of these areas should be
cleaned after each setup. The third or
fourth step or area (depending on space
constraints) is the area in which the PCR
instruments are located. This should be
physically separated from the previously
described areas. Once this area has been
utilized by an analyst, he or she cannot
re-enter the other PCR areas. In addi-
tion, the laboratory should also have a
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general area used for nucleic acid
extraction and specimen processing
that is separate from the areas outlined
for PCR workflow. All of these areas
should contain dedicated equipment
(e.g., pipettes, racks, pens, calculators,
and personal protective equipment, such
as lab coats and gloves). Worksheets
utilized by the analyst should only be
brought into the PCR clean area if they
are newly printed or photocopied. Adher-
ence to these procedures helps to mini-
mize the potential for contamination.

The use of real-time PCR mitigates
much of the risk resulting from post-
amplification analysis, because the PCR
reaction tubes containing target ampli-
cons are not opened. The other meth-
ods, including PCR and nucleic acid
sequence analysis, are at risk for poten-
tial contamination. Surveillance of the
separate areas within the PCR workflow
should be considered. This process may
include a schedule of environmental
sampling followed by testing the envi-
ronmental samples with the PCR assays
used in the laboratory to assess any
contamination that may exist.

Assay Validation
The process for the validation of new

molecular assays varies across institu-
tions. In New York state, the CLEP has
outlined the necessary steps that need
to be accomplished for any laboratory
seeking approval to offer a molecular
test that has not been cleared by the FDA.
After successful completion of the assay
development phase, as detailed above,
an assay must undergo a thorough vali-
dation evaluation prior to any implemen-
tation. For the validation phase, an SOP
(standard operating procedure), should
be defined and accepted. The SOP must
include predefined interpretation and
reporting algorithms. Validation studies
typically include analyses that confirm
the assay’s accuracy, precision, sensitiv-
ity, and specificity. Validation data sum-
maries are compiled during the process
so that if an assay passes and becomes
validated, all phases of the development
and validation are documented in a sin-
gle report.

Our approach to the validation of a
molecular assay for use on clinical speci-
mens begins with a sensitivity study in
the clinical specimen matrix or matrices.
Similar to the analytical sensitivity eval-
uation, the evaluation of clinical or

diagnostic sensitivity should use a dilu-
tion series consisting of 8 to10 log con-
centrations of the whole target organism
(when possible) assayed in triplicate.
Determination of sensitivity in this
manner will also produce the necessary
accuracy, reportable range, and linearity
data for assessment of the performance
of the assay in a matrix. These studies
should be performed for each potential
matrix for which the developing labora-
tory will use the assay.

The next part of the validation pro-
cess should assess inter- and intra-assay
reproducibility. These studies are used
to determine the accuracy and precision
of the assay. We typically expect assay
accuracy to exceed 95%, a level that
limits the false-negative rate to <5%.
For intra-assay reproducibility studies,
the assay being validated is performed
in triplicate on three specimens. The
coefficient of variance (CV) must be
<5% in order for the assay to be accept-
able for use with clinical specimens in
our laboratory. We also test these speci-
mens on three separate days to satisfy
inter-assay requirements. Alternatively,
the positive control used in the assay
can also be examined over a longer
period of time, e.g., 15 days, for deter-
mination inter-assay reproducibility.
Again, the CV must be <5%. Besides
serving as a standard, for mastermix
quality and PCR cycling parameters,
the use of a positive control allows the
baseline and threshold settings to be
adjusted so that the analysis is effec-
tively normalized from run to run,
thereby minimizing inter-operator
and/or inter-machine variability.

The final step in the assay validation
process is to assess the robustness of
the assay in a specimen matrix that will
eventually be used for diagnosis (e.g.,
blood or serum for bacteremia diag-
nosis). This validation process should
include a study performed in a blinded,
randomized fashion. The blinded vali-
dation study needs to include at least
30 positive or seeded specimens and
at least 10 negative specimens. It is
important that the specimens include
those having a target organism concen-
tration that is at or near the LOD of the
assay. The sensitivity assays and initial
characterization of the assay that were
performed in the development phase
can be used as guidelines during the
ensuing validation phase. Ideally, the

blinded validation study should utilize
actual specimens known to contain the
target organism. For target pathogens,
such as Escherichia coli or Salmonella,
stool specimens containing the organ-
isms are readily available in the clinical
laboratory. However, other pathogens
that may be detected in specimen types,
such as CSF or biopsy specimens, may
not be readily available in the validating
laboratory. If that is the case, the rele-
vant specimen matrices should be seeded
with the target organism. The assay to
be validated must be tested for each
specimen matrix to which it will be
applied, because differences in physical
properties, inhibitors present, and path-
ogen loads exist among specimen types.
An assay designed to detect Legionella
spp. in urine can have very different
parameters from the same assay designed
for sputum specimens. While a com-
parison of the validated assay against
another FDA-approved or validated
molecular assay can be performed, the
validation study should ideally be com-
pared to a gold standard assay, such as
culture-based testing. In addition, since
most real-time PCR assays are per-
formed on extracted nucleic acid, the
validation study must take into account
the potential loss of nucleic acid during
the extraction process; thus, the valida-
tion study is normally performed using
an initial concentration that is slightly
higher than the assay’s LOD.

Quality Assurance and
Quality Control

Of paramount importance to the
validation of any laboratory assay is the
existence of a solid QA/QC program.
Adherence to such a program is crucial
for any assay and indeed for the overall
functioning of a laboratory, and it is par-
ticularly critical for PCR assays. For a
PCR assay, the slightest deviation from
an SOP can produce amplification of an
unintended target that did not originate
from the sample or specimen itself. In the
present context, lack of a high-quality
QA program can lead to serious prob-
lems in efforts to validate a new assay.

The laboratory QA program should
include regularly scheduled cleaning
of areas in which PCR is performed, to
ensure there is no amplicon contamina-
tion. Some laboratories use monitoring
of PCR areas to avoid any spread of
contamination. This practice should
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be put into place whenever a problem
has been uncovered through the use of
controls run in the assays. A good pol-
icy is to perform monitoring on a rou-
tine schedule. Such monitoring can
include swiping of the areas and perfor-
mance of PCR assays directly on these
swipe materials to ensure that no con-
tamination is present. Also, laboratory
areas in which target nucleic acid is
used, notably the extraction area and
the area where the positive control is
added, should always be cleaned before
and after every use. There are commer-
cially available products that remove
residual nucleic acid from surfaces; the
use of bleach to destroy nucleic acid is
highly recommended as an additional
cleaning or decontamination method.

Not only are the reagents and sup-
plies part of the QA/QC program, but
the equipment that is used for PCR
assays, whether it is a conventional
PCR machine or a real-time instrument,
should have routine maintenance per-
formed, to ensure the integrity of each
run. The machine should be included
in a monthly surveillance program that
monitors any amplicon contamination.
Also, routine background checks and
dye calibrations should be performed
as recommended by the real-time PCR
equipment manufacturer. Documenta-
tion of such maintenance should be
kept on record in the laboratory. Often,
the maintenance log serves as a valu-
able troubleshooting reference when
machine malfunctions occur.

Another critical component of the
QA program is the competency assess-
ment of the analysts who perform the
assays. During the validation process
for each new assay, multiple analysts
should verify the robustness and pre-
cision of the assay. Proficiency testing
programs should be set up and docu-
mented in order to maintain the staff
level of competence. For some PCR
assays, external PCR proficiency testing
programs are available; if not, an inter-
nal proficiency testing program should
be initiated and documented. Mainten-
ance of competency among the analysts
who perform the assays will help to
ensure reliable, high-confidence testing.

Nucleic Acid Sequence Analysis
The development and validation of

diagnostic assays utilizing nucleic acid
sequence analysis follow the criteria

described above for PCR assays, but
some additional factors are associated
with them. These sequencing assays all
entail an initial PCR amplification reac-
tion, followed by a second nucleic acid
sequencing assay. The two main means
of generating nucleic acid sequence
data are Sanger sequencing analysis and
pyrosequencing analysis. These assays
can be further divided into broad-range
sequence analysis and target-specific
sequence analysis; they each necessitate
some different development and valida-
tion criteria for evaluation and docu-
mentation.

Broad-range nucleic acid sequence
analysis assays, including targeting ribo-
somal RNA and housekeeping genes,
have been in use for decades (24), first
in studies aiming to elucidate the evolu-
tion of bacteria, and later as a diagnos-
tic tool for bacterial identification (25).
The CLEP requirements for the approval
of a test of this type include the develop-
ment of a detailed SOP. The SOP needs
to incorporate a complete description
of controls that are used in the assay,
including information pertaining to the
type and source of Taq polymerase used
in amplification reactions. The SOP
should include information pertaining
to the expected size of the amplicon
and the acceptable percentage of the
sequence length that will be utilized for
sequence analysis. A description of the
process used to analyze sequence data,
including review of electropherograms,
the process for editing the sequence, the
expected read length of the sequence,
and the protocol used for interpreting
ambiguous base calls, must also be
provided.

Additionally, a detailed description
of the reporting algorithm, including the
range of percent identity matches that
will be reported (i.e., reporting to the
genus level or to the species level and
the percent identity that will be used in
the assay to denote inability to identify
the target organism) is required. Speci-
fics, such as how results will be reported
when the sequence analysis identifies
multiple organisms with 100% identity,
must be addressed. Also, a statement
should be made regarding taxonomic
nomenclature as to whether common
names or taxonomically correct names
will be used. Finally, information detail-
ing how the local/proprietary database
updates will be performed and how

records are maintained should be
included. The use of a single public
database is not recommended for broad-
range sequence-based identification
assays; identification should be based
on the use of two or more databases. If
a commercial sequence database that
contains gold-standard validated con-
tents is utilized, use of this single source
is acceptable. However, such a database
may only contain a subset of the micro-
organisms that have the potential to be
present in clinical specimens. If an in-
house-developed database is used in
the absence of a commercial database,
organism identifications must be veri-
fied using strains that have been typed
using conventional gold-standard
microbiological methods. Alternatively,
comparisons between the in-house data-
base and a commercial database can
be performed, to validate the in-house
database.

The requirements for validation of a
sequence-based analysis assay are simi-
lar to those for the PCR assays described
above. However, data demonstrating
specificity and the LOD for use on iso-
lates are not required. If sequenced-
based assays will be performed directly
on nucleic acid extracted from patient
specimens, results from such samples
should be submitted. Validation data for
at least 30 representative organisms that
the laboratory routinely identifies should
be submitted. Data need to include a
comparison between sequence-based
identification and identification by a
reference method, such as phenotypic
identification. Additionally, a validation
data table using the format described
below, should be submitted. For each
sample analyzed, data should include
the top match(es) and the next closest
match. If the input sequence and the
output sequence length are not the same,
an explanation of the difference should
be provided. For approval of this type
of assay through CLEP, participation in
a specialized assessment administered
by the Wadsworth Center is required.

Target-specific sequence analysis
assays often incorporate PCR of a target
gene that was selected because the gene
provides some information that charac-
terizes a pathogen beyond its presence
or absence. Often these sequence data
allow further typing of the pathogen
(26), assessment of antibiotic resistance
markers (27), or the detection of other
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markers of virulence (22,27). Such
assays are often paired with other real-
time PCR assays that detect the patho-
gen. Development and validation of
the assays are similar to the process
described above for PCR. Additionally,
all known subtypes or other known
sequence variations (mutations, inser-
tions, and deletions) of the pathogen
should be included in the specificity
testing if feasible. Also, gold-standard
methods should be used in the validation
when possible, including serotyping
and classical antibiotic susceptibility
testing.
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